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t8IONING AND EVALUATING 
SIMPLIFIED SELF-HELP CLOTHING 

POR CHILDREN 

CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

Nursery school workers, teachers, mothers, and 

children themselvee are confronted daily by complicated 

garments which frustrate a ebtid's natural desire to dress 

hiaseif. The child's need for assistance in dressing keeps 

his dependent upon an adult, and delays his achievement of 

self-reliance. The time consumed by hie mother in dressing 

him might well be used in another way to hie greater ad- 

vantage. The child who can dress himself has begun to grow 

in self-confidence and independence as he acquires a feel- 

tug of self-reliance 83 an individual. 

In order to make it possible for a child to gain 

this independence as coon as he shove an interest in 

dressing himself, his clothing muet be simplified in de- 

tails of closures and fastenings. At the same time they 

must serve to protect him according to the original func- 

tion of the garment, without hindering his freedom of 

action. Another consideration of importance is the at- 
tractiveness of the garment. This factor te recognized 

by child psychologists as necessary to the child's sense 

of security and self-respect. 
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All of the above considerations approach the subject 

from the standpoint oi the child's vielfare only. The 

writer belîevesthe problem deserves consideration also from 

the standpoint of the mother who has the care, and often 

the construction of the child's elothin:.; as her responsi.. 

bility. This study aims to prove that functionally-do. 

si;ned garments need not be complicated to construct nor 

difficult to care for. The cjothini:: designed in this study 

was constructed to eliminate need for mending, button-sew- 

ing, or special handlin; in washing or ironing. As a 

result the mother may conserve time and ener. 
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Object Scope 

This study has for its purpose the development of 

children's arments which embody the considerations set 

forth in the introduction. (Pagea i and 2) In order to 

widen the scope and usefulness of this study an attempt baa 

been made to design and construct basic, adjustable 

features which might be used in garments of different 
functions. 

This work was carried on with the cooperation of 

the Oregon State College Nursery School, and the Federal 

iursery School in Corvallis, Oregon. The children in 

these two groups range in age from two and one half years 

to five years of age. The writer also used as her sub 

jects her own two children - a boy of nine and a girl of 

seven. 

At the beginning of the study a meeting of mothers 

of nursery school children was called for the purpose of 

determining what type of' clothing was considered most de- 

sirable. General agreement was found in condemning the 

following features which are coìnmonly found in many corn- 

morcially manufactured garments for children: 

1. Too many buttons or fasteners 

2. uttona too small for a child to manipulate 

3. Buttons or fasteners placed in positions in- 

accessible to the child himself 



4, Concealed openings and closures; complicated 

placement of straps 

5. Lack of adjustability for growth 

6. Uidopendable sizes and lack. of uniformity ifl 

sizing as a buying guide 

7. Unsuitable materials, requiring special care 

¿i. Poor quality of fabrics and dyes 

O. Poor wornanship in construction details 

10. UnsatIsfactory wearing qualities 

In thin study, each of the above features was given 

the following consIderat Ion: 

1. (Too many buttons or fasteners) Wherever pos- 

F sible buttons were entirely eliminated by the 

use of overlappinr pieces or ties which ad- 

justed to correct position on the wearer. 

2. (Buttons too email for a child to manipulate) 

Fxperiments show that a button one-half inch in 

diameter is the amalleet that a very young 

child ceii manage easily. 

3. (Euttons or fasteners placed In positions in- 

accessible to the child himself) Wherever but- 

tons were necessary in the construction of a 

garment, they were placed in front, or near the 

front where the child could see and roach them 

hie]1' They were recognized as part of the 
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structural design arid treated as eich. 

4. (Concealed openings and c1osure8Oomp11cated 

placement of straps) Shoulaor atraps were 

terminated in front for the child to fasten. 

Extra length was allowed for adjustment for 

growth. An attempt was made to eliminate 

plackets and blind closures by adjustable neck 

openings. Slide-fasteners were placed in the 

front and employed as part of the decorative 

deaijn. 

5. (tack of adjustability for F:rowth) Ample hems 

were provided for len,thening. Cuff a which 

turn up or down made sleeve length adjustable. 

6. (Undependable sizea and lack of uniformity in 

sizing as a buying guide) Since commercial 

patterns varied greatly in their size classifi- 

catione, the only reliable 1:;uiee used were the 

actual measurements of the individual child. 

Age-size of the pattern showed very little cor- 

relation with the ago of the child. The general 

adoption of size standardization as advocated 

in the study made by the Bureau of Home Tconom- 

ice 3) would greatly simplify the selection of 

commercial patterns and clothing for children. 



7. (Un8uitable materials, requiring special care) 

Actual shortage of suitable cotton materials 

for clothes was acute. The possi- 
bilities of making over prewar garments of good 

material were explord. 
8. (Poor quality of fabrico and dyes) This was 

recognized as a problem of wartime production, 

since satisfactory processes were widely used 

before the war. It is assumed they will be 

available again in the future. Now and better 
finishes are anticipated for uso in children's 
clothing. 

9 (Poor wornship in construction details) *a 
labor shortages have been evident in the work- 

manship of all ready-made clothing. In this 
problem all seams used wore chosen for dura- 

bility and ease of ironing as well as ease of 

construction. 

10. (Unsatisfactory wearing qualities) This feature 
was recognized as a result of the combination 

of any of the foregoing difficulties. A satis- 
factory solution to these various undesirable 

features would result in better wear from the 

garments. 



Location of' the Study -- - 
The community of Corvallis is representative of a 

small college city where the environment is conducive to 

normal living for a child. The clothing needs vary some 

what with the seasons, althowth basic garments such as 

underwear, hosiery and shoes are usually the same through 

out the year. There aro usually no $reat extremes of 

weather to complicate a child's clothing needs in this 

community. 

In each garment designed or evaluated the idea arose 

from a special need, for which there had been no satis 

factory solution previously. The garment was observed in 

use on the ehi3.d, Undesirable features wore noted, with 

possibilities fol, substituting a more desirable feature. 

Commercial patterns were used as a basis for sizes, The 

garment was constructed and then worn by the subject. If 

further changes proved to be necessary, another garment 

was made incorporating the improvements, The garment was 

then worn again. This procedure was followed until the 

desired effect was achieved. At all times the most satis- 

factory simplified construction process was employed. 

During the course of the study, these garments wore 

displayed to various interested groups and their comments 

were solicited. Several valuable sug;estions for improve 

ment were received. Groups viewing these displays were: 



1. Institute for Nursery School leaders in the 

Willamette Valley 

2. Mothers of children in attendance at Nursery 

Schoc3. 

3. Classes in Child Development, consisting largo- 

ly of upper-claesmen in Homo Economics 

4. Class in children's clothing construction at 

Oregon State College and at Wasbinton State 

College 

S. Nursery school teachers from Portland shipyard 

day schools 

6. Homo Pconomice Extension Staff of Washington 

State College, Pul1n, Washington 

Individuals of specialized interest who examined 

these garments and expressed their opinione wore 

1. )r. Hazel K. Steibling, Chief, Bureau of Hian 

Nutrition and llame Economics, Department of 

Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 

2. Miss Alice Sundquist - Extension Clothing 

Specialist, U. S. Department of Agriculture 

3. Miss Lucy Lane - Clothing Specialist, Home 

Economics xtonsion Service, Oregon State 

College 

Al]. groups and individuals examining the clothing 

designed in this study expressed unanimous approval of the 

goals set. 
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Definition of Terms np1oyod in tho Study 

A self-help sarment is one which is constructed in 

Buch a way that a child can dress or undress himself with 

very little or no asiatance. If the garment is also aim. 

pulled it will not omp1or complicated, mechanical devicee 

which require ki11 and motor control to adjust. In thia 

study, thc simpliftoation of a ax'ment also refers to the 

method of its construction, the ease with 'vthich it will go 

through the wringer of a washing machine, and the elimina- 

tiori of all urnecessary, unrelated parts or decoration. 

In each caso the decoration employed was functional, serv 

Ing a purpose In the 'tee for which the gaient was in- 

tended. For Instance, boite were used for adjusting to 

size, and riot merely for decoration. 

The limitatIons of this study grew out of the 

shortages of certain materials: for example, elastic, 

metal slIce fasteners, and certain cotton materials most 

commonly accepted as suItable to children's clothing 

(cotton prints, corduroys, seersuckers, etc.). Although 

it Is rocoìzed that most of these 

and due only to wartime conditions, 

eliminating some of the undesirable 

was one aim. 

Previous to the time of this 

had been developed which would riot 

shortages are temporary 

the possibility of 

features permanently 

study, no elastic 

vontually lose its 
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elastlolty undsx hard use. The frequent laundering of 

children's clothes and the continued use ot hot water 

shortens the life of the elatc. This neceasitatee re. 

newing the part of the garment which uses elastic. 

Whenever it was possible to eliminate elastic entirely 

this was done to lengthen the period of usability without 

repair. 

No control as to areadaptability was attempted. 

In o&ch case it was assumed that the carment was adaptable 

to older children if t could be easily manipuleted by 

tho yow»est child in nursery school. 
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Suinmary of Chapter X 

This introductory chapter has dealt with the ;ener- 

al statements of the valua of such a study, and the need 

for further experimentation in the field of dosining 

simplified selfmhelp clothing for children. It was ener- 

ally agreed upon by adults who deal with small children 

that desiters could profit by closer observation of 

c3,otbing in actual use. 

It was pointed out that garments which help a 

child to achieve some degree of independence can, at the 

same time, be so designed as to free the mother from 

tedious hours spent in washing, ironing, and mending. 

The designa which are detailed in Chapter XIX meet 

all of these specifications, and have been tested by 

actual construction, wear, and laundering. 
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CHAPTI II 

Histortal Background Chapter 

Clothing for children has made &1most a comploto 

cycle from the tias of our earliest records dovn to the 

present. The childe tiret ;arments no doubt were de- 

velopeci troni the necessity of protecting him from the ele- 

ments. When the climate did not make clothing necessary 

to comfort, the child simply wont naked. It is 80 logical 

that uncivilized people throughout the world still follow 

this custom. 

Our acceptance of the necessity of wearing clothes 

for more than protection had its beginnings in the early 

Christian era when exposure of the body was considered 

sinful. This led to a long period when children were 

dressed and treated as miniature adults. They were not 

expected to or allowed to indulge in vigorous play. Their 

clothing, being modeled after that of adulta of the peri- 

od, was cumbersome end binding. There was little or no 

chanco for physical development. The haperirig of the 

childts bodily movements must also have had its effect 

upon his mental health and development. Tvidence of this 

is een in the peculiarly mature facial expressions of the 

children as portrayed by artists in portraits of the peri- 

od. 
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The theory that clothing was f fret worn for pro 

tection is diputod by sorne authorities. The idea of 

wearing clothes for adornment is believed by many 

psychologiets to be the source of origin. Sound basis 

for this belief rnig1t be found in obeerving a child 

decorate himself with any bright object. His senso of 

physical comfort as auch is not developed, nor does he 

attach any value to auch adult virtues as modesty. 

Lì primitive times garments consisted of skins of 

animals wrapped around the body of the wearer. Skins 

fastened together with thread of sinews might be con 

sidered the oldest article of apparel. When the art of 

weaving originated, man bogan to use cloth to make his 

garments. The first garments in common uno by the 

Tg.yptiana made little attempt to cover the body closely. 

The simple lines save perfect freedom for activity. The 

Greeks and the Romana aleo made use et ieng, full flowing 

garments which did not require much sewing but were 

draped to the wearer's need. Such a garment was the 

chiton of the Grecian woman, and the stola of the Roman. 

Clothing for children of this period was a replica of the 

adult's costume. 

During the Middle Aos the life of the child stili. 

duplicated the life of the adult. Children began life 

seriously at an early a:e. The children's Crusade in the 
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thirteenth century is evidence that children accepted the 

responsibilities and duties of adult life, just as their 
clothing duplicated their elders'. Throughout the 

Renaissance little progress was made in the recognition 
of children's needs as related to their welfare. Portraits 
of the period show that clothing reflected the social life 
of the times, varying with the influence of each ruler. 

A change in understanding as to the needs of the 

child as an inmiaturo individual came about in the late 

seventeenth century as a result of the writings of John 

Locke who first advanced the theor that children as crow- 

ing individuals should not be hampered by restricting and 

cumbersome garments. writinL;s in the early 

eighteenth century advocated the recognition of the rights 
and interests of childhood. The social changes whioli took 

place led to the gradual acceptance of children's rits 
to education, health, and happiness. Rousseau vss the 

first authoritative writer to recognize and promote the 

idea that the experiences of early childhood might make 

or mar the happiness of the later adult life of the indie. 

vidual, parie Antoinette sponsored those views when she 

iínored court custom to dross her children in garments 

which were amazingly simple for the times. 
The trend back to less clothing and less rostric 

tien in design was slow. Educators and parents developed 
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sorne sympathy and understanding of the child's needs as 

more became 1mwn about the way children 'ow. The end of 

the eighteenth century showed a definite trend toward 

lighter and simpler F;arments, with some attention given 

to the needs to which they were adapted. In the intro 

duction to Iris Brooke's book Tn&liah Children's Costume 

Since 1775, (6) James Laver writes: 

It is no accident that the third quarter of 
the eighteenth century is the period when the 
costume of children begins to be distinuishable 
from that of their elders. In previous ages 
children had not been looked upon as children, 
but as incomplete and inferior men and women, 
wicked by natural impulse end not yet capable 
of restraining their inevitable tendency to 
evil by the help of reason and experience. 
But towards the end of the eighteenth century 
the rigour of theological dogma had broken down. 
The doctrine of Original Sin gave place to the 
notion that "man was born free, and is now 
everywhere in chains." Mari came to be looked 
upon as a radiant being spoiled by civiliza- 
tion. His faults were the faults of the world 
in which he lived, his virtues wore all his 
own. 

The resulte of such a doctrine were both 
good and evil, and the impulse which induced 
Rousseau to glorify the noble savage and 
Marie Antoinette to play at being a milaid 
led inevitably to many incongruous but con- 
nectod things: a now humanitarianism, a new 
sentimentality, the reformation of prisons, 
the abolition of slavery, and the deification 
of the child. 

The notion that children are necessarily 
better than their elders we need not believe, 
especially since Freud and hie friends bave 
let us into the secret cf the awful things 
that children thinkj but the belief that they 
are different is puro gain. If the distinction 
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bas been blurred in our own day it is 1088 
because ei11dren are expected to behave like 
adults than because adults are eo willing to 
behave like children. The modern passion for 
sports of all kinds, whatever ita benefita, 
is essentially part of the victory of the child. 
The early eiiteenthcentury child could not 
play in comfort becauee he wa dresßed like 
his father in periwig, long coat, and sword; 
the twentieth.contury man, when he wishes to 
play, is compelled to dress like his son. 
Indoe1, there is a general tendency to make 
the dress of adults more and more like the 
dress of children. 

This tendency has made itself felt ever 
since there was a special childrent8 dress at 
all. Boys were wearing trousera for several 
decades before their fathers thought of fo1 
lowing their example, and little sirle had 
something approaching an Empire dross before 
the flnpire itself came into existence. The 
modern habit of clothing children very scantily 
has not been without its effect on the clothes 
of adults, especially those of women. 

The influence, however, has not been all 
one way. Cbildr en's clothes, like those of 
their parents, tollow the fashion, but with a 
difference, the form of which varios with the 
attitude to the child. When it is looked 
upon as a kind of doll, it is clothed in the 
current fashion fantasticated into a kind of 
fancy dress; when it is looked upon as a 
healthy young animal it is dressed in the 
current fashion simplified into a kind of 
sports costume. 

The nineteenth century adaptation of simplicity in 

children's dress IB beet exemplified by the Kate Greenaway 

fashions, which made use of the lighter fabrics. However, 

these filmy materials wore again replaced by heavy, dark 

fabrics, and skirts became shorter and fuller, culminating 

in the crinoline. For thirty years 4rls were Impeded in 
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their movenients by long, white pantaloons which served no 

obvious purpose. The reforms started by such advanced 

thinkers as Locke and Rousseau were still subject to the 

iWas of fashion. 

Florence E. Young says in ber book Clothing the 

Child, !lThe amount of attention given to the various as 

poets of a child's well.'ubeing reflects the ideals and 

social pressures In any given society. The principle of 

democracy, simplicity and uniformity in dress has for 

some time taken firm hold of imaginations and conquered 

any desire to return to the picturesque. Today, after 

many years of reform, children's clothing takes an im 

portant place in research, and each year the freedom 

çranted the younger generation reaches a heightunheard of 

before. The child of today is respected and every effort 

is made to make his childhood a happy one." (38) 

It is somewhat easier for us to understand the 

adult appearance of children as pictured in the old master 

paintings, whorl we realize that they were actually ext. 

pected to possess the selfcoritro1 and wisdom of adults. 

They were taught to be patient, self-reliant, and self- 

controlled, and wore punished for spontanoous carefree 

behavior. We stiLl value such character traits as soif- 

reliance and reliability. We recognize that the process 

of dressing himself might be a child's first experience 
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in self-reliance. The daily process of dreasinL, offers 

an 11ea1 opportunity for the child to grow in inepondence 

if the construction of his olotbiug kes it possible. 

It is the purpose of this study to incorporate seif-theip 

construction in the garments most frequently worn by 

children. 

All scientific studies of clothing for children 

have had as their criterion the health of the child from 

the physiological as weil as the psychological standpoint. 

Psychologists claim that environmental influences upon a 

child begin at birth, and that he is nevar neutral in any 

situation. His reaction to clothing Is one of the earli- 
est and most important to observe. The relationship be- 

tween a child 'e behavior and his clothin:; is evident in 

any group at play, influencing his social growth and be- 

havior. 

Florence E. Young (38) believes that children should 

be clothed so that they are absolutely unconscious of their 

clothing, She says, "A garment that is on a child's mind 

is unsuitable for his body." This Is no doubt true from 

a physIolo;ical standpoint. However, a child's natural 

interest in his appearance and the satisfactions he de- 

rives from bein. satisfactrily dressed may be a source of 

self-confidence in his development physically and mentally. 

Even before a child is a year old, he is Interested 
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in his clothing and can pull off his own stockings and 

shoes. From the age of two on he is constantly growing 

in the skills required for dressing and undressing himself 

if easily manipulated clothing la provided for him. The 

garment shown in Plate I can be managed by a two-year-old. 

Slide fasteners can be xnip*tod by a child at this age 

if they are placed in a position easily accessible to him. 

Although these facts have been known and recognized 

for some time, manufacturers have been slow to incorporate 

self-help ideas into their garments. The comparatively 

few manufacturers who have done so have met with great 

success and are enjoying the continued patronage of en- 

thusiastic mothers. That more well-desied clothing for 

children is not available is probably ue to several 

causes. First of all the number of designers with actual 

experience with children and their clothing needs are few. 

There is no special training foi' this limited field, and 

no substitute for the actual experience of observing 

children and caring for their clothes. The mothers, who 

arc the logical originators of self-help ideas, are not 

in a position to promote and market their discoveries. 

Secondly, the manufacturer is content to market garments 

which are the least expensive to manufacturo as long as 

the consumer will accept them. His first concern, there- 

fore, is the appearance of the garment since that is the 
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selling point. Too often the appearance and trimming oon' 

coal poor construction with complicated fastenings which 

make the garment difficult to adjust and require special 

handling In washing and ironing. Thus clothing which may 

be inexpensive in its initial price may increase its coat 

in added minutes of caro and mending. 

The physiological aspect of suitable clothing for 

children came in for much consideration when medical 

science discovered the benefits derived from the ultra 

violet light of the sunta rays. Whenever climatic condi.. 

tiona permitted, children were scantily dressed in garments 

especially designed to expose large areas of the skin, 

This led to tests devised to determino the amount of light 

transmitted by various kinds of fibors. It was found that 

the quantity of light passing through a fabric depended 

almost entirely upon the looseness or closeness of the 

weave. Since a firmly woven fabric usually possesses the 

long wearing qualities that are essential Cor 

clothing, a oompromtse must be reached between serviceabil.'. 

ity and the health-giving effects of the sun's rays. 
If the child's physiological welfare is to be con- 

sidored, the cut of a garment is as important as the fabric 

of which it is made. Since the child is more active than 

an adult, his clothing must have , x'eator range of adjusts- 

bility. If it is properly cut it should not hinder his 
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movømentEi In any wa7. The proper' siz1n, and fit a10 con- 

tx1bute to a child's pbyaieaj comfort. 

tJiaati8factoX7 3lzing has alwaya been a source of 

difficulty in selecting garmonta or patterns for childron1a 

c1oth1n, slnce many children of the same ae differ roat- 

ly In actual ìeaauremant. B 1941 the Textile and Cloth- 

Ing DIvISIon of the Bureau of Home Economics made a study 

of the measurementa of 147,000 AmerIcan children for the 

purpose of analyzing the differences In their dimensions. 

The purpose of this survey was to decide on the most satis- 

factory basis for sizing children's garments. (4) 

The results of the survey seemed to indicate that 

the uso of height and hip girth as a standard for size 

selection would result in greater uniformity In sizing of 

ready-xnade garments arid patterns. In addition to height 

and hip girth, euch measurements as leg length, cheat 

circumference, or any other dimension desired might be 

given. Choosing the correctly sized garment for a child 

would be greatly simplified for the mother sirtes she would 

give not his age, but his heIt and hip measure. In 

adoptin euch a uniform system of slzin; in the clothing 

industry much waste of time, effort and money could be 

avoided. 

These fore-mentioned studies have done much to 

promote the sympathetic understanding of the ahild's needs. 
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Every advance haa been received with enthuaias b7 

mothers and others whose contacts are with children. The 

demand created by intelli:ent selection ot clothing should 

result in greater market availability during norn]. times. 
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CHAPTR III 

Platos 

The scale drawings In these platea show shape of 

pattern pieces only, and are not intended for use 

as cutting uIdes, 
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Plate I 

Adju3tablo Play Apron Without Fa8teners 

The !urßery ohool at Oroon Stato College and the 

E'ede'a1 Tuxsory School of Corvallis neeced a selfu'holp 

garment for protection of the children's clothing when the 

child wae finor-patntin or playirt with wet clay. The 

garment which was used for the purpose Was a type of bib 

with 8leeves. There wore numerous disadvantages to the 

design, includin stringo which tied between the shoulder 

blades in back. Theee strins could riot be tied by the 

child himseir, and wore constantly bein tangled taud 

.KflQtted in removing the sarment In add ition, the bib, 

since it was short and loose, did not provido full cover 

protection from the paint. It had a tendency to fall down 

Into the child's work as he leaned over the table, and hie 

natur*l inclination to wipe his hands on hie clothinc made 

it advisable to cover the hip area completely instead of 

just to the W&i8tliIlO. If the garment had been starched 

in the laundering procese, it was stuck to:ether in such 

a way that the child could not put on the bib by himself. 

Such a armont gets hard and constant usage in a 

nursery school, and it is necessary to have It constricted 

so that It can be laundered frequently and inexpensively. 

This is true of any ¿arment used by children at the 
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precchoo1 age level. 
The adjustable play apron de81Ened for this purpose 

employs a neck-opening which does riot require fasteners or 

buttons, yet opens largo enough to admit the head and thon 

adjusts to a closed position.1 A child of three years can 

put it on without assistance and be completely covered. 

Two belt ties aro enclosed in casings across the back, and 

are fastened into tho side seams in the construction aro- 

cese. This makes the waistline adaptable to the slender 

child but if it le unneoessar the adjustment need not be 

made. 

There are no superfluous parts to the garment. Ita 
trimming consists of contrasting binding used as a finish 
along the free edges. The design lines are functional, 
arising out cf points of construction. The very simplicity 
of its parts makes it to construct, since there is no 

need for buttonholes or plackets. All edges may be bound, 

and belts and casings mounted In place before the sido 

seams are made. Usin;. this method one can complete an 

entire play apron in two hour's time, 

In addition to the obvious advantage of ease of 

construction this garment launders very easily and saves 

1. Mechanical features of this neckline are patented and 
cannot be copied without permiss ion of the author. 
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time in ironing axid mending. Since it has no buttons, it 

roes through a wrin.:or without extra attention. It may be 

ironed flat on the ironin board or put through a maxgle. 

If it is sent to a commercial laundry, it will be ironed 

with the flat..work which usually is done at a lower rate. 

When this play-apron was tested in actual use 

several changes seemed advisable. For instance, the arm- 

hole was made wider to accomuodate sweaters and other bulky 

garments which might be worn under it. More flare was 

added to the skirt sideseama to make it easier for a child 

to get his shoulders through. 

Home Demonstration A&ents and Tteneion Clothing 

Specialists of the Stete of Washington who examined this 

;arinent sugeated that the belt which ties in back could 

not be classified as a so)í-help feature. In actual use, 

the adjutmcnt at the waistline is net always necesary ex 

capt for the very slender child. If destred, the casings 

could continue part way around to the front iith the belts 

tying there instead of in back. This might also make it 

moro attractive in appearance on a taller child with a de- 

fined waistline. 

This garment has a wide range of possible uses, It 

is adaptable to any size range and might be used for a cov- 

erall work apron, a sleeping garment, or a dress in any 

size range. 
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Plate II 

No'Button Dreas Which Irons Flat 

The elimination of siclo seams makes it possible for 

this dress to be ironed out flat. Closure at the sides is 

accomplished by overlappin the front and back. The overa 

lap is held in placo by snaps and a tie bolt which comes 

from the side fronts and ties in back, The neck opone 

wide enough to admit tho head, and thon adjusts to a closed 

position without fasteners of any kind) This closui'e is 

made possible by the use of the mechanical feature em- 

ployed in Plate I. The upper side-fronts of the garment 

overlap the front of the dress, and aro attached only at 

the width of the shoulders. In this way the front neck 

edge is held in position when the garment is on the wearer. 

No buttons are needed. 

The construction of this dress is ,reatly simpli- 

fied by the elimination of plackets, buttonholes, and set- 

in sleeves. The ironing is made easy by spreading the 

dross out flat on the ironing board, or by running it 

double through a man';le. No special attention la required 

In laundering since there are no buttons to corne off In 

the wringer. The design linos of the dross follow the 

1. Iochanical features of this neckline are patented and 
cannot be copied without permission of the author. 



functional linea of construction and the edge finlahea 

form the decoration. 

A group of home Demonstz'at ion Aí;ent a who examined 

the garment questioned the use of snapa in closing the 

underarm aldo seams, since it would be extremely difficult 

for a small child to manipulate them himself. Snaps were 

u8ed in preference to buttons because th are leas sus 

ceptible to damage by the wringer and mangle. This studi 
was based on the assumption that ease of laundering is of 

equal importance with self-help construction, and that the 

time spent in aseisting the child dress would be more than 

compensated for by the time saved in washing and ironing 

it. 

In each garment a point of compromiso was reached 

where a de8ired characteristic bad to be sacrificed to a 

feature which was felt to be still more desirable. In the 

case of this dross it is doubttul if a child could fasten 
it himself even if buttons were used instead of snaps, 

since the fastening comes directly under the arma. If it 
seemed moro desirable to close the side seams entirely, 
all fasteners except the tie belt could be eliminated. 
However, this would make it necessary to iron the dross 

double, or put it over the end of the ironing board to 

iron. Such variations of the design are entirely possible 

in practice. 
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A recent trend toward wrapped and draped garmonta 

for adults ha8 shown the possibilities for simple, fune. 

tional covering of the body. Belts and ties are being 

used actually to adjust fulinese and to fasten. Desins 

for garments of this type rake use of the characteristics 

of the grain of the material, such as the stretchiness of 

the bias grain. In the dress shown In Plate II, a circu- 

lar cape achieves a sleeve effect in the bias grain of the 

material. This eliminates a tedious step in construction 

the setting-in of tiny sleeves which are very difficult to 

fron. This results in a saving of time in the construo' 

tian process as well as the laundering processes. 
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Plate III 

No-Button Sport Shirt 

This 8port ahirt uses no buttons or fastenera of' 

any kind. It illustrates the use of' a eolf-adjuatin. neck 

opening in a garment with set-in sleeves. This neck-line 

is the same as the one used in Plate8 I and II. The front 

yokes overlap the front sections of the garment and are at- 

tacheci to the front of the shirt only at the lower edge of 

the yoke. rphe front neck-edge is left entirely free and 

terminates in the arrnscye seam. This allows the neck 

opening to admit the head then adjust to a closed position 

with the front neck-edge held taut by the shoulders.1 

This garment was designed to fill the need for a 

sport shirt which would withstand the hard wear usually 

received by play clothes. Since it no buttons to lose, 

the need for replacing them is eliminated. In the short- 

sleeved model no plackets are needed. However, if long 

sleeves were added it would be necessary to U86 plackets 

and buttons on tho cuffs, in order to admit the hands. 

The neckline makes use of the same mechanical 

feature employed in the Adjustable Play Apron (Plato I) 

with the addition of a collar, which makes the garment 

1. Mechanical features of this neckline aro patented and 
cannot be copied without permission of the author. 
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more conventional in appearance. The set-in sleeves of 

the sport shirt make the armsoo a logical point of 

juncture for the overlappini: yoke seams artd front neck.. 

ed ge. 

This desii has been used in adult size with suc 

cese. It Is easy fIttIng; and comfortable in active sports, 

as well as extremely oasy to construct. Pajamas con- 

structed by this pattern would have all the advantages of 

the widely used 'middy' style with the additional comfort 

of a collar which also adds to the attractive appearance 

of the garment. 

There is only garment of similar nature in wide use 

on the market at present. In actual comparison tests Its 

main fault is a tendency to gape at the base of the neck. 

The no-button sport shirt shown in Plate III eliminates 

such a tendency by holding the front neck-edge taut by the 

shoulders of the wearer. There are no limits to the num- 

ber of types of garments to which this neckline could be 

adapted. 
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Plate IV 

Bib Without Ties 

Moat bib deais use ties which fasten at the back 

of the neck and make self-help impossible. The ties 

present a problem ance they are constantly tangled and 

1ìotted by the child's efforts to help himaelÍ. In back 

this bib uses overlappxg sections which open wide enougi 

to admit the child's head and then adjust to position 

when he puts his arms through the armhole. 

The bib was constructed of waterproof showerouz'tain 

material to make it possible to clean it with a damp cloth. 

The pocket at the lower edge was considered necessary when 

non.i.absorbent material was used since liquids would run 

off onto the child's clothing. The binding which serves 

as a be1t across the back is extended around to the front 

two inches on each i This forms an riil' and 

serves to hold the bib in position on the child. Only one 

shoulder seam is necessary, as shown in the pattern diagrn 

in Plate IV. 

This bib is extremely simple to construct, and time 

required for laundering would be practically eliminated if 

doub1.sfaced moieture.?oof material was usod. 
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Plate V 

Buttonless Dress With Tie Sleeves 

The pattern diagram for this dress shows a garment 

which eliminates all waste öf material by cutting to great 

adventage since all the pattezn piecea use straibt lines. 

Phe yoke is double, with a square nook large enough to ad. 

mit the head. The double thic1ess of the yoke provides 

an edge finish for the neck and arrnscye as well as a means 

of enclosin the ends of the sleeve-ties and the front and 

back skirt. 

The 'sleeves' consist of straight ties, which may be 

tied by the child herself before puttin on the dross. 

Phis provides practice in a skill in which evori little gl 
takes great pride. The diffiU1ty of ironin; puffed sleeves 

is entirely eliminated. The tie bolt may be atit;cbed to 

the dress part way across the front to resemble a setin 

11t, or it may rtin through loops at each side. The latter 

arrangement would facilitate ironing, since the stitched 

het would create a puffed aree between the yoke and elt. 

The dress le easy to construct since no plackete, 

buttons, or buttonholes are used, It requires no extra 

attention as t :oee through the wringer, and it is simple 

to iron. The adjustabIlity for growth la practically un 

limited if an ample horn is provided. 
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Plate VI 

Self-Help Jumper 

This jumper makes a particularly economical uae of 

material, since it cari he cut from one square yard. (See 

pattern diagram, Plate VI.) The conter front is cut on the 

true bias, and the entire skirt has a slight flare. The 

center back seam Joins tho straight cross grain of the ma 

terial to the straight lengthwise grain which eliminates 

the possibility of using material with a one-way direction 
or decided pattern. A suitable material would be wool 

crepe which was used in the development of this dosi. 
The front and back shoulder sections are out ori the 

straight grain of the material. The uso of a slide fasten- 
or at center front makes the garment entirely 8olf-hOlp, 

and also helps to prevent sagging of the true bias at that 
point. The back of the skirt is cut high enough to prevent 

the two shoulder sections from slipping down. This slim- 

instes an undesirable feature so common to juniper patterns 
whore shoulder strap arrangements are used. 

The whole garment is simple to construct and care 

for, and in actual use has proved very satisfactory as well 

as attractive. By raising the back and front necklines and 

adding sleeves, an attractive dress could he made of this 
bias skirt pattern. 
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Plato VII 

Dross Without Buttona 

This dress usos the neckline described on pages 

25, 29, and 35, and illustrated in Platos I, II, and III. 

Side front sections overlap the contor front section which 

is caught into the armacyca and hold in position by the 

shoulders. No placketa or buttons aro used, and the entire 

dross may be ironed flat on the ironing board or run 

throu,h a mangle. The skirt le given slight fullness by 

being cut circular. 

Puffed sleeves which fold flat for Ironing are 

achieved by setting a bias circle into the center of the 

sleeve. (Seo Plate XII for detail.) Because the circle 

Is creased In the center and folded inward, the sleeve can 

be ironed flat. When the sleeve Is on, the additional 

width .;Iven by the circle causes lt to puff out in an at... 

tractivo fullness much In the manner of a conventional 

puffed sleeve. The regular puffed sleeve has always of 

fared the greatest difficulty in ironing, since it is 

usually necessary to crease It crosswise and Iron it 

double like a ruffle. This leaves an unattractive crease 

going around the sleeve or necessitates the use of a 

sleeve board or padded mit in ironing the tiny sleeve 

smooth. Such details as puffed sleeves aro attractive 
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although timeoonsumin in the laundering process. This 

dress is easy to construct as weli as easy to iron, and 

is attractive in appearance. Tt Can be put on by the 

child with no assistance from an adult. 
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Plate VIII 

Carter's Baby Shirt Neckline 

Sevoral adjustable necklines have been developed by 

the manufacturers of infant's underwear. One of the most 

successful in actual uso is the overlapping shoulder ar 

ranoment used by Carter's baby 3hirta. In this dcsi 

the shirt ìeck-line was adapted to a dress, with the ad 

dition of puffed elevos which iron flat. 

This sleeve, which uses a heart-shaped piece as an 

inset, was developed originally by Bra. Harriet Sinnard. 

The piece aets into the conter of each sleeve, and is 

creased lengthwise and folded inward for ironing. Plate 

XII shows the detail of a sleeve which is similar except 

in the shape of the inset piece. 

Smocking done below the yoke is usad as a means 

of obtaining fullno8s. 

decoration accounts for 

dren's clothing. The e 

tive. 

A child requires 

on this dross, since it 

of any kind. 

The durability of smockin as 

its long continued uce on chil- 

reoct is appropriate and attrao 

vary little assistance in putting 

has no buttons, ties, or fasteners 
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Plato IX 

Suspender Straps Tbrou;h a Ring 

The constant irritation of slipping shoulder straps 

is evident in any child who se ;arment s oed continual ad.. 

justmont. Ris free movements aro hampered by straps which 

come down over his upper arms. This simple arrangement of 

straps through a ring was originated by Miss Gertrude 

Strickland. It oliminates a stayed fastening where the 

straps usually cross in back, and it leaves the straps free 

to adjust to the position of the wearer. 

The continuous lower strap in back iS put through 

the ring and the ends are sewed into the garment permanent-s 

ly. The front strap la also continuous and is put through 

the ring in the opposite direction to hold the ring flat 

on the wearer's back. The ends of the front strap are loft 

free arid buttoned, which allows for adjustability for 

growth. Long ends can be left on this strap, and the but-s 

tons sewed to it. If the buttonholes aro made in the 

garment itself, the only change necessary to len;then the 

straps is the moving of the position of the button. The 

extra strap length left for adjustment slips down inside 

the garment. 

This strap arrangement is adaptable to sunsuits, 

bathing suite, overalls, or any garment that uses straps. 
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Plato X 

Panty Without Elastic 

The use of elastic in underwear and other garments 

which require much laundering is widely accepted as the 

most desirable method of obtaining adjustability. However, 

the use of hot water and soap eientually causes the rubber 

to lose it8 elasticity and necessitates replacing the old 

elastic with new. This is a tedious job, since many com. 

mercially manufactured garments insert the elastic as the 

top hem of the sarment Is made. To remove the worn elastic 
one must take out the entire casing if elastic and casing 

are stitched together, which is usually the case. Then a 

new casing ixst be made and new elastic inserted, 
War shortages have limited greatly the production 

of rubber elastic for civilian use. Substitutes which meet 

the same standards as rubber In clothing have not been 

developed as yet. Heat as a cause of deterioration in 

rubber must still be considered as a factor in the wearing 

quality of wash garments which use rber. 

This panty was desigìod to eliminate the use of rub- 

ber In Its construction. The back overlaps the front in 
euch a way as to make side seams unnecessary. The garment 

is easily constructed and easily ironed. To put It on, 

the child first fastens the front lt around the waist 



like an apron, using one bitton at conter back, Then the 

child reaches through the ies front behind, and the back 

is brought up and the belt fastened at center front. Two 

buttons are all that are necessary. In actual uso, the 

overlapping sides adjust as the child squats. When the 

child resumes a standinp position, the sides overlap Into 

the original position. 

AS a selfhelp garment for toilet training it re 

quix'ea the unfastening of only the button in front. The 

garment then falle down into an apron position and can be 

held up out of the way while the child is on the toilet. 

It is not necessary to remove the whole gsrnt to keep it 

from getting soiled. 

cutting the garment on the bias gives further ease 

for strain. Fullness may be adjusted as desi'ed by the 

use of fitting'.darts. It is easy to make, being all in 

one piece with the exception of the crotch reinforcement 

and the belts. It la much easier to iron than poritlee 

which use elastic at the waist and logs. The design Is 

adaptable for use in sunsuits and sleeping garments as 

well as panties. 
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Plate XI 

Pinafore Without Buttons 

The usual design for a pinafore buttons part way 

or entirely down the back. As a result one must make 

buttonholes and a placket it the skirt is to be closed in 

back. The child finds the buttonB difficult to reach in 

the center back, as well as uncomfortable to lean against 

or sit on. The buttons aro very likely to be removed by 

the wringer unless special precautions are taken in the 

laundering. 1issing buttons involve additional time spent 

in mending, 

This design uses a neckline larre enough to admit 

the head of the child. A placket is placed at the side 

back, arid the skirt opens at that point. One snap closes 

the waistline. Sashes which come from the sidos, go 

through belt loops and tie at center back. 

The pinafore may be worn as a sleeveless play.'dress, 

since the skirt does not open in back. It was suggested 

that the placket might be brought around to side front in 

order to make solf.-help easier. The garment is easy to 

construct and easy to iron with the exception of the 

shoulder ruffles, 
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Plate XII 

Puffed Sleeve Which Irons Flat 

This design shows in detail the clrcleinset 

sleeve pattern used in Plate VII. A true circle is set 

into the center of the sleeve, adding fullness which 

puffs out when the dress is on the child. In ironing, 

the circle is creased inward through the center, making 

lt possible to iron the sleeve double and flat. 

Any desired shape might be used as an inset to 

rain variety in design. A heart.ehapod piece has been 

used effectively in lighter weight materials such as 

dimity. (See Plate VIII.) 

The time saved in ironing time compensates for 

the extra time involved in conatructin the sleeve with 

an inset. 



CHAPTER IV 

Conclusions 

Recornmendod Specifications for ildren's Clothing 

Suitable Fabrics 

1. Firmly woven to withstand wear and laundering 

2. Finish suitable to ue for which lt le intended 

3. Permanent finish 

4. Fiber suitable to uso far which it 18 intended 

5. Color fast to sun and laundering 

6. Print6 small enough to be in scalo with the 

child 

Construction I)etails 

1. Openings easy to manage 

2. Roomy armholes to permit freedom of movement 

3. Flat, smooth seams and strongly finished edges 

4. Large hems and long straps to allow for growth 

5. Strain pointe firnly reinforced 

6. Buttonholes firmly made 

70 Large flat smooth buttons sewed on securely 

8. Weight of the arment supported from the 

should ors 

9. Fast*@ings placed within reach of the child 

IO. Siaplo fastenings easy to adjust 
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11. Construction which permite caso of washing and 

ironing 

12. Ease at all pointe of strain 
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